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The TSR-2:  
A BRITISH STORY WITH AN AUSTRALIAN CHAPTER 
 
With the era of the F-111 coming to a close, it is timely to reflect on the development of this 
aircraft and the rivals that existed at the time of its selection. The principal competitor was the 
British Aircraft Corporation’s Tactical Strike and Reconnaissance (TSR-2) aircraft. However, as 
indicated by Sir Sydney Camm’s comment, the 
development and subsequent abrupt cancellation of 
the project in 1965 was politically charged. While it 
was suggested at the time that Australia played a key 
role in the demise of the TSR-2, there appears to 
have been many other contributors to its downfall. 
 
From the mid 1950s, the RAF and subsequently the 
RAAF identified the need to replace the Canberra 
bomber, focusing on a nuclear-capable aircraft. Given the rapid advances in anti-aircraft 
weaponry capability, having supersonic strike aircraft that could slip under radar surveillance 
was seen as a priority. The development of the TSR-2 was also the result of the British 
Government’s focus in the late 1950s on rationalising the eight main British aircraft 
manufacturers that then existed. On New Year’s Day 1959, Vickers-Armstrong and English 
Electric, amalgamated as the new British Aircraft Corporation (BAC), were awarded the 
contract to combine their earlier individual designs into the TSR-2. Later that year Bristol-
Siddeley were awarded the contract for development of the Olympus engines which were to 
power the aircraft. 
 
Like the development of any aircraft, the TSR-2 had its technical problems. In late 1964, three 
completed prototypes had made it off the production line and the maiden flight was undertaken 
from Boscombe Down. A three-month delay between the first and second test flights occurred, 

due to the engines on the aircraft 
not being up to speciations, trouble 
with the undercarriage, and fuel 
pump oscillation that led to cockpit 
vibration at the same frequency as 
the human eyeball which affected 
the vision of the pilot.  
 
While these were not minor 
problems, two other factors of 
greater import arose that sounded 
the death-knell for the TSR-2: a 
change of government, and 
projected costs. The newly elected 
Labour Government, which 
promised defence expenditure 
cutting measures in its election 

campaign announced in the 1965 Budget that the TSR-2 was cancelled ‘forthwith’ and the 
remaining aircraft on the production line were sent to scrap merchants. It is said that the melted 
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TSR-2 parts went on to serve the nation as washing machines. 
 
It was also claimed that the Labour Party and Treasury officials believed that America would 
provide the UK with F-111 aircraft at an fixed price, something that BAC could not offer, and 
this would amount to a saving of 300 million pounds over the TSR-2. The UK took out an option 
on 24 F-111s to be in service by 1967 but once this order got caught up in the same delivery 
delays that Australia experienced the commitment was cancelled. These decisions made the 
British aircraft industry feel abandoned by their own government, which failed to appreciate the 
advanced sales methods of the Americans and also that in many cases the US adopted aircraft 
production techniques that were developed in the UK. 
 
Australia had expressed a high degree of interest in the TSR-2 when the TFX (later to become 
the F-111) was still on the drawing board. While the majority of Australia’s air force budget from 
1959 to 1965 was devoted to the purchase of the Mirage III, Australia was actively canvassing 
for a bomber replacement.  
 

“All modern aircraft have four dimensions: span, length, height and politics. 
The TSR-2 got the first three right.” 

 
Sir Sydney Camm (1893-1966), 

Chief Designer, Hawker Aircraft Ltd 
 
In August 1960, the Commonwealth Chiefs of Staff were briefed on the TSR-2 which had a 
marked effect on the Australian delegation. In March 1962, the Chairman of BAC came to 
Australia to brief Prime Minister Menzies, Minister of 
Defence Townley and the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff 
Committee, Air Marshal Frederick Scherger (right) to 
discuss the TSR-2. Subsequent to this meeting, Scherger 
was kept ‘fully and frankly’ informed of the progress of the 
TSR-2 but a few fateful events swayed Scherger and the 
Australian Government against the aircraft. 
 
First, the UK Ministry of Defence turned down a 
suggestion by BAC that the later stages of the flight 
program involving terrain following and weapon delivery 
should be carried out at Woomera. Second, in April 1963 
Scherger went to Paris for a SEATO conference and paid 
a short visit to London during which he met with Lord 
Mountbatten, the UK Chief of Defence Staff. Mountbatten 
expressed doubt that anything would come of the TSR-2 
project on the grounds of cost and complexity, and made 
it clear that he was arguing in favour of the Buccaneer 
aircraft over the TSR-2. Australia eventually purchased 24 F-111A's, which had even greater 
development problems than the TSR-2 and eventually ended up costing far more than the 
TSR-2 would have done.  
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On the final hole, the golfer needs another eagle to win. Without waiting for him to say anything, 
the stranger quickly moves to his side and says, "Would winning this match be worth giving up 
the rest of your sex life?" "Definitely," the golfer replies, and he makes the eagle. As the golfer 
is walking to the club house, the stranger walks alongside him and says, "I haven't really been 
fair with you because you don't know who I am. I'm the Devil, and from this day forward you will 
have no sex life." 
 
"Nice to meet you," the golfer replies, "I'm Father O'Malley." 
 
 
 
In Denmark they have a novel way of getting motorists to slow down – I think it would work 
here, it’s definitely worth a try – what do you think?? 
 
Have a look HERE 
 
 
 

Napier Nomad Engine. 
 

From the “Whatever happened to?” file. 
 
In 1945 the UK  Air Ministry asked for proposals for a new 6,000 horsepower (4,500 kW) class 
engine with good economy. Curtiss-Wright was designing an engine of this sort of power known 
as the Turbo-compound engine, but Sir Harry Ricardo, one of Britain's great engine designers, 
suggested that the most economical combination would be a similar design using a diesel two-
stroke in place of Curtiss's petrol 
engine. 
 
The advantages of such a design are 
obvious, no ignition problems and a 
fuel that is much less volatile than 
high octane petrol. 
 
Before World War II, the UK engine 
manufacturer, Napier, had obtained a 
license to build the Junkers Jumo 204 
diesel engine in the UK as the Napier 
Culverin engine, but the onset of the 
war made the Sabre engine more important and work on the Culverin was stopped. In 
response to the Air Ministry's 1945 requirements, Napier dusted off this work, combining two 
enlarged Culverins into an H-block similar to the Sabre, resulting in a massive 75-litre design. 
Markets for an engine of this size seemed limited, however, so instead they reverted to the 
original Sabre-like horizontally opposed 12 cylinder design, and the result was the Nomad. 
 
Two versions of the engine were flight tested: 
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• The Nomad I diesel engine drove one of a pair of contra-rotating propellers with the 
Napier Naiad based turbine driving the other propeller as a turboprop and also 
supercharging the diesel unit. 

• The later Nomad II used the turbine to boost the manifold pressure of the diesel unit and 
was also coupled to the crankshaft, this version drove one propeller only. The resulting 
unit set the lowest specific fuel consumption figures seen up to that time, despite this the 
project was cancelled in 1955 after interest in the project had passed and £5.1 million 
had been spent on development.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napier_Nomad ‐ cite_note‐
Flight.2C_17_August_1967.2C_Cancelled_projects_list‐1 

 
Nomad I 
 
The initial Nomad design was incredibly complex, essentially two engines in one. One was a 
turbo-supercharged Diesel similar to the upper half of a Napier Sabre. Mounted below this was 
a complete turboprop engine, based on their Naiad design, the output of which was geared to a 
shaft driving the front propeller of a contra-rotating pair, the axial compressor also drove the 
supercharger impeller. As if that were not enough complexity, during takeoff additional fuel was 
injected into the rear turbine stage for more power, and turned off once the aircraft was 
cruising. 
  
The compressor and turbine assemblies of the Nomad were tested during 1948, and the 
complete unit was run in October 1949. The prototype was installed in the nose of an Avro 
Lincoln heavy bomber for testing. It first flew in 1950 and appeared at the Farnborough Air 
Display on 10 September 1951. In total the Nomad I ran for just over 1,000 hours, and proved 
to be rather temperamental, but when running properly it could produce 3,000 horsepower 
(2,200 kW) and 320 lbf (1.4 kN) thrust. It had a specific fuel consumption (sfc) of 0.36 lb/(hp·h) 
(0.22 kg/(kW·h)). 
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The engine was an attempt to provide the 1950s with a highly-economical, efficient aircraft 
engine for long-range operations. It was the only engine that used turbo-charging, 
supercharging and the turbo-compound principle.  
 
1:  The engine was a 12-cylinder, 41-litre, opposed-piston two-stroke diesel. 
2:  This propeller is driven by the crankshaft. 
3:  There is an afterburner in the exhaust.  
4.  The exhaust gases drive an axial multistage turbine. With the valve half the turbine 

can be closed off.  
5.  The turbine drives an axial multistage compressor.  
6.  The turbine also drives the second propeller. 
7.  The hot air from the supercharger is led through an intercooler. 
8.  And then through a radial supercharger that is powered by the crankshaft.  
9.  The thrust from the exhaust gases is also made useful. 
 
The afterburner and intercooler have shunt ducting, so the engine can be run in a number of 
modes depending on power requirements. It resulted in a very fuel-efficient engine (163 
g/bhp/hr) that produced 3,000 bhp plus 1.4 kN of thrust. It was rather hard to get it to run well, 
so it never progressed beyond the prototype stage. 
  
 
Nomad II 
 
Even before the Nomad I was running, its successor, the Nomad II had already been designed. 
In this version an extra compressor stage was added, replacing the original supercharger. This 
stage was driven by an additional stage in the turbine, so the system was now more like a 
turbocharger and the compressed air for the Diesel was no longer "robbing" power for the 
turboprop. In addition the propeller shaft from the turbine was eliminated, and geared using a 
hydraulic clutch into the main shaft. The wet liners of the cylinders of the Nomad I were 
changed for dry liners.  
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The result was lighter, smaller and considerably simpler, a single engine driving a single 
propeller. Overall about 1,000lb was taken off the weight.  
 
While the Nomad II was undergoing testing, a prototype Avro Shackleton was lent to Napier as 
a test-bed. The engine proved bulky, like the Nomad I before it, and in the meantime several 
dummy engines were used on the Shackleton for various tests. 
 
By 1954 interest in the Nomad was waning, and after the only other project, and work on the 
engine was ended in April 1955, after an expenditure of £5.1 million. 
 
Turbo-compounding was used on on several airplane engines after World War II, the Napier 
Nomad  and the Wright R-3350 being examples. Turbo-compound versions of the Napier 
Deltic, Rolls-Royce Crecy, and Allison V-1710 were constructed but none was developed 
beyond the prototype stage. It was realized that in many cases the power produced by the 
simple turbine was approaching that of the enormously complex and maintenance-intensive 
piston engine to which it was attached. As a result, turbo-compound aero engines were soon 
supplanted by turboprop and turbojet engines. 
 
Some modern heavy truck diesel manufacturers have incorporated turbo-compounding into 
their modern designs. Examples include: the Detroit Diesel DD15 engine that claims 5 percent 
better fuel economy with an additional 50 hp "free" compared to their previous engines, and 
Scania in production from 2001.  
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